
An Extraordinary experience for your skin

élite Resolution FaceLab

• INTUITIVE SOFTWARE  
• CUSTOMISED PROTOCOLS   
• EDUCATIONAL VIDEO 
• MACRO CAMERA
• INTEGRATED COSMETICS  
• EFFECTIVE RESULTS 
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ref. 1180
Sizes mm W550 x D480 x H1150

FACE LAB
the anti-ageing laboratory 
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INTUITIVE  
SOFTWARE 
The 10-inch monitor immediately becomes an essential tool 
for implementing the professional’s work. Its ease of use 
makes it a unique and ethical tool. With a few steps, the 
operator can carry out a 360° consultation of the customer’s 
specific and physical condition. 

The operator can consult Images, Programmes, Treatments, 
customer details and the status of the course of treatment and, 
consequently, exploit the impactful message to involve the 
customer in the course of treatment. Within the guided course, 
we also have the option to view certain videos that help clarify 
queries and to improve manual skills.
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Your actual age and 
environmental factors are the 
worst companions of the skin 
and are the main cause of 
skin aging.
Overline élite Resolution Face Lab, helps beauticians 
significantly reduce and prevent facial imperfections. The 
preventive analyses of the hydration level and quality of the 
skin provided by the equipment, respectively through the 
Hydration Control and the special Macrocam x200, are used 
to define the best treatment programme to solve or improve 
imperfections

The gentle and complete exfoliating action of Diamond 
Microdermabrasion technology, performed with the 
innovative diamond heads, improves skin turn-over, blood 
circulation and the natural production of collagen, while the 
treatments with Multipolar RF, Fractional RF and 3 MHz 
Ultrasound.
provide an effective anti-aging action, promote hydration, 
boost skin elasticity and regenerate it to provide a lifting 
effect and a young and radiant looking skin.

Macrocam x200 
Using the macrocamera x200, which also enables the saving 
of before and after images, it is possible to examine the quality 
of the skin in the areas of the face to be treated to establish the 
correct course of treatment. It is also used at the end of the 
treatment to check the results.

iSol.Beauty 
There is no beauty without the use of specific products. At 
Overline, we define ourselves as beauty experts, with targeted 
products for every treatment: iSol. Beauty. These are not just 
any cosmetics, but high-concentration and skin-compatibility 
solutions, for both the skin and in relation to the technologies. 

Memory Card 
For Overline, the concept of customisation is very important. 
Each technology has an advanced card reading system where, 
for each customer, the sequence of his/her treatment is ente-
red, optimising the performance of the treatment.
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Every imperfection deserves the most precise attention. Overline does not 
standardise the treatment, but turns it into a consequence of the imperfection, 
to propose the best solution to each customer. 

The imperfection 
determines 
the treatment 
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Anti-Age Senior 
The Software, in accordance with the rugosity check, manages the treatments in 10 repeatable sessions.

Anti-Age Mature 
The Software, in accordance with the rugosity check, manages the treatments in 7 repeatable sessions.

Anti-Age Soft 
The Software, in accordance with the rugosity check, manages the treatments in 5 repeatable sessions.
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Overline offers widely tested treatment protocols, where the technology 
used exalts itself with the use of iSol.Beauty cosmetics, designed ad hoc 
to interact perfectly with the equipment, optimising the results. Methods 
of certain effectiveness to meet the increasing demands of the end user. 
Below are some examples of how the software manages the sessions.

CUSTOMISED 
PROTOCOLS 
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At the cutting edge in terms of service, Overline has always been supported 
by a professional beautician to offer an excellent result. With this certain 
support, the Face Lab has included some Educational Videos, designed to 
enable the operator to consult the correct operating protocols at any time.

Teaching videos related to the individual protocols and specific manual skills can 
be easily consulted thanks to the 10” (inch) touchscreen. Overline designed this 
solution to enable anyone - in the event of any forgetfulness, or the inclusion of 
new operators - to be able to train themselves, in order to achieve the necessary 
skills to offer and guarantee the customer the best service.

training
educational video 



No words, just solid facts. Non-clinical tests performed* confirm that the 
synergy between Overline technology and iSol. Beauty cosmetics ensures 
maximum treatment effectiveness, respecting the suggested working protocols. 

*Data referring to the pre-sales trial of the Face Lab technology, at the Technology laboratories. This does not 

constitute scientific evidence  

Use of technology 
without cosmetic product 100%
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Data referring to the exclusive use 
of iSol.Beauty products  100%

Reference to the synergy between
iSol.Beauty product and Face Lab 100%

visible results 
actually tested 



Overline offers concrete answers to all beauty needs with technological gems 
designed to act in a targeted manner on all problems and using iSol.Beauty 
integrated cosmetics. All designed to give beauty centre customers the best 
results and an excellent beauty experience.
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DEEP PEELING
DEEP PEEL - 50ml 1,7 fl.oz.
Deep Peeling Cream
ISO.PEEL.001

PEELING
ENZYMATIC PEELING - 120ml 4,057 fl.oz.
Enzymatic emulsion
ISO.DER.300

CLEANSING
CLEANSING SOFT MOUSSE - 150ml 5,1 fl.oz.
Dermocompatible Cleanser Face & Body
ISO.FOAM.150
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iSol.Beauty
integrated 
cosmetics  
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PEELING
ENZYMATIC PEELING - 120ml 4,057 fl.oz.
Enzymatic emulsion
ISO.DER.300

CLEANSING
CLEANSING SOFT MOUSSE - 150ml 5,1 fl.oz.
Dermocompatible Cleanser Face & Body
ISO.FOAM.150

FRACTIONAL RF
RFF EXTREME - Airless 150ml 5,1 fl.oz.
Anti-Age Emulsion before Fractional RF
ISO.RFF.110

FRACTIONAL RF
RF FRAZIONATA ACTIVATOR
10 Strip 3ml 0,10Oz. each
Anti-Age Serum post Fractional RF
ISO.RFF.120R 

RADIO FREQUENCY
RF & STIM FACE EMULSION
250ml 8,45 Fl.Oz.
Body Emulsion for RF and Stimol
ISO.RF.100

FACE LIGHT MASK
LIFTING MASK 5 X 20ml 0,68Oz.
100% Pure Biocellulose Fiber Mask
ISO.BIOCELL.100

ANTI-AGE MASK 5 X 20ml 0,68Oz.
100% Pure Biocellulose Fiber Mask
ISO.BIOCELL.200

ULTRASOUND
ULTRASOUND FACE GEL - 150ml 5,1 fl.oz.
Moisturizing specific Gel
ISO.GEL.105

SERUM
ACTIVE COMPLEX SERUM
5 X 5ml 0,17Oz.
Lift Anti-Age Serum
ISO.SERUM.400



always at
the service
of beautician

A 100% Made in Italy production, which offers competitive 
advantages in terms of performance, safety and service to 
the customer. Overline technologies are distributed in the 
best beauty centers and beauty institutes throughout the Ital-
ian territory and in all European countries as well as in South 
America, Mexico, Africa and Asia

The terminologies adopted in the company information materials, to de-
fine technologies and characteristics, are those allowed on an interna-
tional level and commonly used.

OVERLINE
Avant-garde and Innovation are the ideal terminologies to 
identify the Overline Company. A historic Milan reality, un-
disputed leader in the production and marketing of hi-tech 
equipment for professional aesthetics.

It was born in 1989 and since then it can be simply described 
“A success story” that expresses one’s style business through 
an ethical commitment and a commercial management at-
tentive and responsible.
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CERTIFICATIONS

Overline is a Technology S.r.l. Brand, a company that en-
gages itself constantly in the research and development of 
technologies, to offer to the professional beauty market, 
innovative systems that give visible results but at the same 
time respect the maximum safety of the operator and the 
customer. Today, Technology, thanks to its great experience, 
has obtained important certifications attesting the fullness 
compliance with international regulations and standards in 
production of biomedical equipment, electro-aesthetics and 
cosmetics. The certifications that make all the technologies 
at the highest level are the following:

Tüv Rheinland ISO 9001:2015. Represents the certification 
of the Quality Management System, recognized at interna-
tional level, ensures that the equipment meets the manage-
ment system required by law for the design, the production, 
the sales, the development and the research.

Tüv Rheinland EN ISO 13485:2016. The certification relat-
ed to the Quality Management System for Medical Devices, 
it is a standard of Quality reference in the regulatory proce-
dures that govern design, production and the placing on the 
market of medical devices.

Tüv Rheinland OHSAS 18001:2007. Relative to the stand-
ard for the management of health and safety of workers.

always at
the service
of beautician

RESEARCH
& DEVELOPMENT
Heart of the company, the Innovative Laboratory Research & 
Development where high performance technologies and simple 
use, provide effective answers to the needs of professional aes-
thetics operators. They are different systems, safer and multiple 
features for both face and body but also for epilation.

reliability
research

safety

ISO 9001:2015 EN ISO 13485:2016 OHSAS 18001:2007
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For further information please contact us at number +39 02 53 95 215 or visit our website
www.overline.it write to info@overline.it and follow us on our Social Page

We are associated with FAPIB

TAKE CARE OF YOUR WORK
DON’T WORRY ABOUT THE REST, 
OVERLINE IS THERE FOR YOU
Overline devices are guaranteed by defects in material and workmanship, ex-works, for a 
period of 36 months according to the General Conditions of Sale*
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Overline reserves the right to make changes to the equipment described, at any time and without notice. Overline equipment is 
designed and programmed to obtain results on imperfections without passing the allowed aesthetic limit.


